
EVOLUTION EL-S (RED 2.0) 

EL-S: high grip PRO top sheet, elastic medium-hard sponge, extremely high speed and maximum spin. The EL-S combines the enormous spin values 

of the MX-S with a completely new rubber surface and the power of the MX-P. TIBHAR created a stand-alone rubber in the evolution series, with a 

medium-hard sponge and specially tuned pimple geometry, setting new standards in terms of elasticity. The EL-S gives sensational touch despite 

enormous dynamism and high spin values. Excelling at topspin, the EL-S offers high rotation and power in all game situations. 

 

 

 

MSRP $ 53 at Paddlepalace.com, Selling New Sealed $35.  Please contact Daniel Toro, Cell (619) 888-6012 or  

Email: daniel.toro@me.com 

 

 
  

http://www.tibhar.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/07/evolution_els_teclog.jpg


SELLING NEW RACKET ASSY -  SEPTEAR BLADE W/ BLADE SEALED, TIBHAR EVOLUTION 

EL-S RED 2.0, NITTAKU FLYATT SPIN BLACK 2.0 AND TIBHAR SINGLE RACKET CASE 

BLACK/RED CASE, VALUED AT $178.  PRICED TO SELL FOR ONLY $125. 

SEE DETAILS AND SPECIFICATIONS BELOW.  RECOMMENDED FOR INTERMEDIATE 

PLAYERS AND ABOVE!  AWESOME LOOPING RACKET! 

PLEASE CONTACT DANIEL TORO, CELL (619) 888-6012 OR EMAIL: DANIEL.TORO@ME.COM 

 

 

NITTAKU SEPTEAR ST (MSRP $65) 

 

 

Brand Nittaku   Class: OFF   Speed: 90   Control: 74   Weight: 85   Plies: 7w   Thickness: 6.7   Handles: ST    

 

 
Seven plies of Hinoki Heaven! Top-quality layers of Hinoki wood give this fast offensive blade a sensational feel of 
balance, power, and control. 

 

 

 

EVOLUTION EL-S (MSRP $53) 

EL-S: high grip PRO top sheet, elastic medium-hard sponge, extremely high speed and maximum spin. The EL-S combines the enormous spin values 

of the MX-S with a completely new rubber surface and the power of the MX-P. TIBHAR created a stand-alone rubber in the evolution series, with a 

medium-hard sponge and specially tuned pimple geometry, setting new standards in terms of elasticity. The EL-S gives sensational touch despite 

enormous dynamism and high spin values. Excelling at topspin, the EL-S offers high rotation and power in all game situations. 

 

 

http://www.paddlepalace.com/SetAdvancedSearch.asp?search=1&what=Nittaku
http://www.tibhar.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/07/evolution_els_teclog.jpg


 

 
NITTAKU FLYATT SPIN (MSRP $45) 

 

 

Brand Nittaku   Class: Smooth   Speed: 95   Control: 96   Weight: 69   Plies: 30   Thickness:  2.0  BLACK 

 
 

Flyatt Soft, from NITTAKU, is the softer sponge version of Flyatt table tennis rubber. Produced from high grade natural rubber with the help of 

advanced high polymer Active Charge Technology. You will enjoy outstanding spin and speed with ideal ball trajectory. Softer sponge for excellent 

feel and balance. 

 

 

 

TIBHAR DOUBLE COVER CURVE CASE (MSRP $15) 

Double cover with integrated foam protection for 2 to 4 bats • Robust two-way zipper • Carrying loop • Outside ball compartment for up to five balls 

Composition: Polyester 600 D Dimensions: 30 x 20 x 5 cm Colour: black/red 

 

http://www.paddlepalace.com/SetAdvancedSearch.asp?search=1&what=Nittaku

